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The Art of Healing
Preliminary results of the Call for Placebos for Art
The Behring Institute has been seeking for
placebos for art in 2010. With the found
placebos, long-term research on the influence of art on public health will be carried
out the coming years.
Relationships between art and health care,
as well as the influence and effects of art
on health, have been studied frequently.
The results of many studies indicate a
positive outcome with regard to the treatment of patients and suggest that art can
lead to the reduction of medicines used by
patients, the shortening of patients’ stays
in hospitals, the improvement of working
conditions, the fostering of the doctor/patient relationship and the improvement of
mental health.
In order to do epistemological research on
the phenomena manifested by the various
studies, the Behring Institute will launch, in
2011, a long-term worldwide study on the
effects of art on the health of individuals.
Our current plan for the second phase of
the Call for Placebos for Art is to continue
under the name The Art of Healing.
In this report we summarized the preliminary results of our Call for Placebos for Art.
This consists of a first attempt at grouping, categorizing, and defining the pieces,
projects, paintings, pills, and installations.
Via this report we attempt to parse out the
feedback we need for our research. We
would like you to send us any thoughts,
considerations, or suggested plans for our
future research, or comments on the chosen placebos.
We received over 390 pieces of correspondence about our Call for Placebos for Art.
Over 201 placebos were proposed, of which
134 are published in the report. From over
more than 24 countries in the world, artists, health care providers, and others contributed their works, ideas, and questions.
The USA has been the biggest contributor
(31%), followed by The Netherlands, Germany, and the UK.

Origin of contributed Placebos

We derived certain findings from the placebos we received. The most remarkable
is that the placebos in this report deal primarily with the nature vs nurture principle
(52%) and are principally floral, human, or
therapeutic. This might explain the large
amount of green (floral) and white (therapeutic) used in the proposals. Moreover,
52% of the proposals are 2D (mainly paintings), but noticeably few monumental
sculptures (slightly more than 2%).
Following this first report we will continue
our research and collaborate with Data
Control Group EGBG and the Foundation
Art and Public Space (SKOR), both from
The Netherlands. Along with at least one
other institute, we will organize one or
more exhibitions in which the Placebos for
Art will be displayed alongside complementary pieces of non-placebo art.
Browse further through the pages of our
first selection and find more details on the
placebos and statistics. Inspired by the content of this pioneering initiative brought to
you by the Behring Institute? Don’t hesitate
to contribute to the discovery of a suitable
placebo. Contact details are to be found at
the end of this document.

Main contributed Placebos categories

Contributed Placebos sub categories
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Colour of contributed Placebos

Nurturing Placebos
Medicinal placebos
Hospital-based placebos
Therapeutic placebos

22%

Media of contributed Placebos

Dates of Placebo contributions

Gender of Placebo contributors
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Spiritual Water
Dario Caria, Italy
The concept is: Pray - Drink - Share
All my little failures
Andrew McPhail, Canada
‘All my little failures’ is a shroud like garment
made of 60,000 band aids.

Placebo
Janus Ahrens Høm, Austria
I am currently working on an
art-drug called Placebo, which is
a drug having an effect on any
thing, as long as you believe in
it. The pill is made of 13 micrograms of atmospheric air and is
encapsulated in gelatine.

Building therapy
Thomas Bratzke, Germany
Acupuncture in connection to
a building can have a positive
effect on the human body.
The coherent perception of the
"3rd skin" seems to be bound to
our mind and body. "Building
therapy" is a sculptural work
which can appear on a facade
or a wall of an inside space.
Medicine box
Liset van Dommelen, The Netherlands
The concept is to compile medicine boxes with bottles and boxes with images. These can be different
for every person.

Amt
Kurt von Bley, Germany
‘Amt' is a department of an authority in Germany,
I used to work, where I suffered from depression
and was medicated, which allowed me to function.
The empty packs were used in this artwork.

Pil against crisis
Koert Jobse, The Netherlands, Jose Simoes,
Poland and Elisabeth Ida, India/Belgium
A pill against the crisis last year. Maybe this
would fit in your "placebo for art" project. It has
been exhibited in Artis, Den Bosch, where it was
designed during the "Art and Activism" Residency
program and in Espaço Musas, Porto, Portugal.

Grinded Picasso
Hans Michael Bittner, Austria
As a placebo for art I send you
my work ‘grinded picasso’ which
obviously was made from a
Picasso from the Rose Period.

Karma Jar
Divya Mehra
Theoretically the idea is that a
person of a higher spiritual plane
(in this case Hindu) had blessed
the jars and if you felt you had
committed a sin, you could
simply open this jar up and shake
or pour on good karma. Silly?
Maybe, but I sold hundreds of
dollars worth of Karma Jars in
my hometown (@ $5 per jar).
Void III
Graeffly Rohan, Belgium
I am a visual artist, as so I submit
you some proposals from my
recent work.

Liquid Air
Andreas Kopp, Germany
Actually the bottle includes the space that includes
the bottle, so it can be regarded as a modular
concept with a spacious structure.
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The Infirmary
Katerina Kokkinos-Kennedy
The triage team will provide a durational installation of hospital-style care over a whole day,
incorporating four sessions. Each session of The Infirmary runs for one hour. Each session will include
forty minutes of bed rest for half the participants, in a peaceful environment in which the good triage
sisters will offer their care. The other half of the participants will enter as visitors – to witness, speak with,
or to hold the hand of the one at rest in the bed.

Transition possible
Andreas Kopp, Germany
At first, beside the abstract
components of the painting,
one recognize the gilded and
blackened monitors. Eventually
the full design grows out to
recognizing a person lying in a
bed of intensive care. By then the
beauty of the promising surfaces
and the drama of the motif have
cross faded into a new perception
of the overall motif.

Slogan Collection
Emily Mast, USA
Every day the Artist and the Patient will decide
on a word, phrase or slogan that best depicts the
Patient's current state of being. All of the slogans
will be amassed to form an aesthetic collection of
declarations to describe the Patient's varying and
volatile states.

The Wall of Warmth – The Honorary Donor
Izabela Zółcinska, Poland
During the Days of Honorary Blood Donation
there will be the possibility of giving blood in a
professional ambulance located close to the neon
installation.

Zusters nr. 2 / Nurses no. 2
Ine Laurant, The Netherlands

All City
Hugo Martinez, USA
ALL CITY, a network of artists, designers and
medical practitioners to create and run coordinated
arts and health programs in New York City.

Disco Wheelchair
Paul Wiersbinski
This work also received a price
within a competition connecting
health & art.

Vergel
Rosario
Vergel visits on a weekly basis children suffering
from diseases that limit their quality of life
(undertaking therapies or treatments to prolong
life and/or reduce pain) many times under physical
disability but mainly under emotional stress
themselves and their families.
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Solar Dancing Flower
Alexandre Dang
The "Solar Dancing Flower" consists of an engine running with a solar photo voltaic cell. The solar cell
converts light into electricity that powers the engine and enables the flower to move as long as there is
light. Each flower moves autonomously in proportion to its exposure to light.

Merkaba Mandala
Robert Wertz, USA
Personal observation of participants behaviour
during presentations of the Merkaba Mandala
suggests that walking within the hexagram
facilitates union between these realms. Once this
union or inner peace is achieved, participants have
reported a sense of calm and well being.

Bon Voyage
Luc Janssens, The Netherlands
Rehabilitation can reinvent life. My installation ‘Bon
Voyage’ can help with this. The more the patient
progresses through the rehabilitation process, the
more distant he becomes from the reality as was
before.

Panticosa Spa
Ignasi Ferrer, Spain
I hope this photo helps someone a little bit.
Daan Hoekstra, Mexico
His murals are unique in their use
of natural minerals as pigments,
combined with binder that lets the
beauty of the natural crystals show
through. The effect of the natural
mineral crystals is deeply relaxing
and many people feel a primal
attraction to the work.

Fraai / Beautiful
Klaartje Dullemond, The Netherlands
I’m not sure I know what a placebo for art is, but
I do know that I hope that someone can become
as happy from my contribution as he can become
from a real painting.

Libelle experiment / Dragonfly
Experiment
Liset van Dommelen, The
Netherlands
When my disabled sister broke
her arm (...) I made this portable
piece of art for her. She began
to like her arm again and to see
it in a special way instead of as
an obstacle.. She also started to
move her arm more.

Evolution-One-Emma
Stanley Casselman, USA
Evolution-One-Emma is an LED
based, computer programmed
painting/ light installation. My
work is about meditation and
healing.
Waterfire Providence
Barnaby Evans
The artwork I create is often sited for its huge
impact on public mental and community health.
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Tiberius’ tears played at smiling lips
Margaret, USA
My paintings are very colourful, lyrical, whimsical
and detail orientated. This is not only very
pleasing to the eye and soul but also gives the
viewer something to ponder while stuck in a bed.
Maybe even make them smile at the discovery of
something narrative or poetic in the piece or even
come up with their own narration.

Leila Holtsman, USA
Patients and people with physical challenges
often feel a sense of isolation. The tactile nature
of my ceramic pieces on steel has soothed blind
art appreciators by including them in the art
scene. Art doesn't judge; it simply is (available for
appreciation.)

Parallels
Ivanka Kubler, UK
I had discussion and communication about my
artwork and kept following emotions (all positive),
expressed by the viewers: Balance, Birth, Light,
Warmth, Emotion, Celebration, Flourish, Attraction.

Nurturing THERAPEUTIC placebos

Donat Sperling
USA & Germany
I ask the divine healing energy to manifest itself
physically in from of an image. These images
can be used as a portal of self healing and in
combination with sacred music a tool to alternative
levels of consciousness.
The Heart Sutra
Cibyl Shinju Kavan, USA
This assemblage is made with
transparent paper, ink and
bamboo. It is meant to hang
and sway with the breeze. This
work effected psychological and
spiritual healing in several people
who came in contact with it.

El poder cósmico bronce
Martin Blaszko
Some colours and its
combination, some structures of
forms and its relationship have
certain effects on body and brain
of the humans.

Prayer Pal®
Julie Smith, USA
The Prayer Pal may be viewed as an amulet in the
tradition of Rosary Beads and Worry Stones for use
during prayer and meditation to aid in experiencing
a state of relaxation, peace and renewal. The
following testimonial represents a cancer patient’s
experience: “Back in May (2010) you were at an art
fair in San Diego (CA). I had stopped to look at the
Prayer Pals and I told you I had just been diagnosed
with cancer. I was having a very hard time dealing
with that and I walked away without purchasing
one. Awhile later your husband offered me one
and asked that I let you know how it helped. A few
days later I was cleaning out my purse and found
the Prayer Pal. I took it out and held it in my hand
and I felt such peace. I went from denial to please
give me the strength to deal with this process.
I’m finished with my chemo(therapy) and will be
participating in a drug trial. I’ll never be cured, as it
is stage 4 lung cancer and has spread to my spine
and brain. I’m not in any pain and am back to my
pre-cancer way of life. I’m sure your Prayer Pal
helped me. Thank you, Kathy”
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Human placebos
Faunal placebos
Floral placebos

Bald light out
Stavros Mavrides, Greece
Until now it is like a form of
worship to me - Shaping images
that are obscure in my mind.
Mostly terrorizing ones...

Victor Eadie
Ken Davidson
Victor talks about beating up his best friend. He
tattoos himself.

Geraldine Liquidano, USA

30%

Geen Titel / Untitled
Jonathan Zevenhuizen, The
Netherlands

Someone to love
Cristina Nuñez, Spain
The subject of my proposal are the collaborative
self-portraits people take, alone in my studio,
following (or not) my instructions on the
expression of difficult emotions. I have done this
with over 1000 people from different contexts,
ages, nationalities, and I think it would be
extremely interesting to pursue a research on
the effects of this method. It is actually about the
production of real art, so I do not know wether
this fits in the call for placebos, but I want to try
nonetheless.
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Bollywood flavour
Pieter Zandvliet, The Netherlands
I know some of my works have a calming effect on
people. They can dream of. Herewith I am sending
you Bollywood flavour, the most explicit placebo.

natural human placebos

Charcoal IV
Philip Gurrey
I am a professional painter
and work solely through my
own investigation of Mans
understanding of himself.

Serie XYZ / XYZ Series
Christiane Gossel, The
Netherlands
My work is inspired by hands
and hand gestures. Those hands
and hand gestures have become
metaphors for the continuity of
change.

Artist
Bea Lamar, USA
Beauty, Colour, and Movement in the image,
creates a dream like uplifting state of mind that
transports and inspires the viewer.

Star Oracle
Lauren Raine, USA
I am a mask artist as well as
visual artist, and have worked
with many people to tell their
stories through masks and
community art work.......

FREE RADICALS
Klaus Hu, Germany
Can be commissioned for your research for 25.000e
and/or as an experimental laborative Installation.
An installative situation can be developed to test
viewers cognition and thus the development of free
radicals in human cells.

Zany Lips
Hui Ling Lee, Malaysia
In short, Zany Lips is currently
creating a mishmash for every
country on the world map,
politically correct or not.
The mood is ZANY. It started
out as an extremely effective
vocalization exercise for the
lips and teeth and tongue - try
repeating it ten times without
pause.

Sign#10
P.Coded (Ruta Bauzyte-Jarosz)
Here is my ''Placebo'' to your important research.

Eyeball Kid
Peter Konsterlie
This series is a statement to a loved one’s medical
treatment and illness. Though not sentimental, it
is an illustration of emotions through anatomical
paintings. The illustrations were a beautiful source,
and a great opportunity to let the details and the
subtleties speak. The beautiful blood veins and
organs stood out in a perfectly pleasant day.

o.T. 2005
Melanie Nief, Austria
Oil on wood, 70x100 cm, 2005
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Placebo Mule
Katherine L. Ross
Placebo Mule is a project designed to pair a war
traumatized, post traumatic stress syndrome
diagnosed individual, with a live mule to engage
together in therapeutic walks through the
landscape.

Untitled 2007
Sarawut Chutiwongpeti, Thailand
The Installation series of “Untitled 2007” (Primitive
Cool). Mixed Media, Found Object, Lighting,
Sculpture and Video Installation.

natural FAUNAL placebos

Banbury
Kate McCarthy, Australia

Cartas para Jugar a Ver
Marta Cecilia Penagos, Colombia
Cartas para Jugar a Ver y/o
Colorear, es una herramienta
para el desarrollo visual y
creativo, que he utilizado con
diferentes grupos, tales como:
estudiantes de arte, marginales,
adictos, desplazados entre otros;
permitiendo expresar y conocer
problematicas, sentimientos y
profundos deseos.

The Dolphins - Healing Animals
Series
Roberta Masciarelli, USA
Animals tend to live in a state
of grace with Nature bringing
harmony and love into our lives.

Butterflies - I saved an admiral’s life 02
Thomas Zika, Germany
I killed a lot of butterflies for my father's collection,
and wanted to symbolically create a kind of
indemnification and happy hunting grounds for
these carrier of souls...

San Vlentino nel pianeta degli uccelli
Daniele Fortuna
I read about placebo art, and I think my works are
really good for this contest, I add a photo of my
paints.

Wake Up And See The Light
Scott McNeill, USA
I love this idea.
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FLOWER gallery
On Megumi Akiyoshi, USA
I am very curious how art effects our mind and
the atmosphere of the society. However, honestly
I am afraid that I may not fully understood how
this will be carried on.. But if you are interested
in my artwork for your experiment and research,
please let me know. FYI, you could also see
other participatory installations, sculpture and
performances at: onmeg.com

A Rainy Day
QUIM Aalcantara, Brazil

Clouds
Olga Dmytrenko
I would like to offer for your consideration the
youtube clip "Clouds" with my abstract works, that
I believe can have the qualities you are looking for.

natural FLORAL placebos

Panorama Miracle in
Montevettolini
Baukje Spaltro, The Netherlands
Because it is not clear whether
you make a call for portfolios
with images or a call for ready
art (image / icon of a placebo),
I still mail my brief portfolio of
paintings.

Sun Burst
Brian Corcoran, The Netherlands
I wonder if this is the sort of
painting that you are looking for?
You can use any of my paintings
(should they be deemed suitable)
for your research.

BLUE-BERGE
Monika Lederbauer, Austria

Barbapapa
Daniela Riquelme M., Mexico
I'm Mexican and live in Mexico
city, and I love to work with
nature, more specifically plants
and vegetation.

The Promise
Christopher Boehm, USA
This painting was created out of a need to express
hope for the future. The promise of a new day.

Anemophilous Formula for Computer Art
Owen Mundy, Joelle Dietrick, Germany
A generative animation referencing new forms
of cross-pollination and re-use. Intentionally
meditative and aesthetically pleasing, the format
parodies computer art that simply crunches
numbers to create useless forms.
Playground
Rocio Ramos, Mexico
I’d love this images could be
helpful. I’d be very interested to
know if that is the case and to do
something more about it. Thank
you.

Untitled (Under Leaves)
Jennifer Colten, USA
Still image made from Digital
Video Footage. From the
Surveillance Series.

Dead Zone
Hanna Husberg, France
“Dead Zone” artificially reproduces the
phenomenon of a dead zone or an anoxic zone,
as observed in seas and lakes affected by algal
blooms.
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Spring
Henni van Dijk, The Netherlands
I chose this placebo as it shows hope and despair
-which is spring for me- in a rather delicate,
transparent shape.

Berijpte takken / Frosted
branches
Annemiek Boelman, The
Netherlands
I find this a very exciting
initiative. Years ago I had the
idea that my pictures might have
a positive effect on long-term
sickness and demention. This
idea is awakened by this call.
Angel Oak Number 21
Kent Krugh, USA
This live oak tree growing near Charleston, South
Carolina, USA is estimated to be up to 1,400 years
old.

Swirl
Katherine Dube
I enjoy the process of discovery,
starting with vessels and familiar
forms of nature, taken to their
less logical conclusions; setting
up a symbiotic or even parasitic
relationship between the
elements of my work. Trained in
the sciences, I allow the habit of
inquiry and love of complexity
of form to take hold in my
work, exploring the connection
between science, contemporary
art, and the natural world.

R&B’s Garden
Marlow Shami, USA
I have a number of art works that were selected
by the Illuminations Program at Mass. General
Hospital's Cancer Centre. The staff, patients,
families, and doctors all believe this rotating art
work (changes every three months) uplifts all.

Fruitbowl
Arnoud van den Heuvel, The
Netherlands

Tree Boat
Helen Snell, UK
I see the shape of the boat as a timeless symbol of
voyage and transition, suggestive of a symbiotic
relationship between man and nature, the urban
and the natural. The boat shapes also reflects our
dependency on water.

JULI A C A R T V I SUA L PRE SERVATIONI S T

Julia Cart

Mitis
Beatrice Bolletta
Sand work, at first sight suggesting the
idea of imaginary maps. They are a sort of
psycho-geographic guide, tracks of a mind region.
The empty house
Inger Alfnes, The Netherlands
Scan of analog 35 mm slide. There is no Photoshop
involved.
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Real animals
Julie Edwards, UK
How about a real, live animal (e.g.a cow! a cow
and its calf! Or something smaller) to counter-act
Damien Hirst's Cow and Calf in formaldehyde?

Theoretical placebos
Auditory placebos
Performative placebos

Ready-made
Michael Cutaya
Duchamp declared with his
ready-made that art was in the
intention, not the object. Thus
any object (placebo or otherwise)
is ipso facto Art from the
moment it is presented as such.
Thus there cannot be a placebo
for art because one would have
to know what is art and what is
not art.

Proposal for a Placebo for (conceptual) Art
Andy Weir, UK
It is proposed that a simple object, say, in the spirit
of Duchamp, a urinal, is selected and designated
as art by the scientists. The same object is given to
the two different groups. To one group it is framed
with an explicit narrative of art – this is an inter
textual reference to a key work in the history of art,
for example. To the other group it is framed with a
distracting deceitful narrative with no mention of
art – this is a meaningless object, for example.
The placebo, thus, looks, sounds, feels and
manifests itself in exactly the same way as the
authentic artwork. The difference lies in the
attitudes of the subjects towards it, how they play
out, or don’t, the micro-institutional legitimating
narratives of art through their reactions to it. An
exploration of whether art can improve, or not,
health must include an analysis of whether these
attitudes and behaviours toward art improve, or
not, health.
Leo Fitzmaurice
It would seem to me anything could, in a
Duchampian way, act as a placebo-for-art given a
change of context.
Niamh O'Connor, Ireland
One possible way to create placebo art might
be to have non-artists (by which I mean not
professionally trained) blindfolded to create
unplanned marks on paper, canvas etc. What
I am suggesting is some form of random or
unintentional art making. Of course there are artists
that utilise 'chance' in their art process but I believe
this still necessitates some form of intentionality
and parameters for control. Likewise if you were to
have art created by a computer programme, some
human has to set the parameters for that. If you are
interested I could try to make some examples.

17%
Re production
David Groot, The Netherlands
Works of art can be hidden or
protected by their reproduction
as a metaphor for a certain
impossibility to a genuine
experience. Here the slide
projector projects a photographic
reproduction of the painting
Gur 1963 on the painting Gur
1963. The projection distance
was arranged in such a way that
the projected painting became
congruent to the actual painting
on the wall.

Andrew Gurian, USA
I am asking that members of your control group
be asked to conceive and deliver a new and
unique human being, from conception to birth.
Both traditional and nontraditional baby-making
procedures should be encouraged, though the
Institute, in its role as lead investigator, may
conclude that alternate methods may require
alternate control groups.
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Raphaël Charpentié
Last year, I created a "fake artist" named "Mateo
Conti". He's Italian, he's been studying art in Italy
and in France. He's a photographer. I decided to
create a blog, and give titles to photography, to
make it look like "contemporary pictures"... In that
way, Mateo Conti is a placebo artist, with a placebo
production.

Conceptual auditory placebos
AQUARIUS-Fishes out of water
Giovanni Lodi, Italy
To put the patients in touch with
this AQUARIUS, for instance
in the hall where they pass the
time during the day, if they are
in a hospital or in an old people’s
home or in a mental home;
but also in the room where the
single patient lives if he/she stay
at home. In any case, in these
rooms the fishes are hanging
from the ceiling and the people
can not only see this universe
coloured and always in motion,
but also touch it because the
fishes come down until the eyes
of the people. So, the patients
lives in direct contact with the
artworks and there is not the risk
of a passive approach to them.

Maria Carla Ponzi, Italy
Proposal #1 (Everyday Life: home / work
environment): The circus visits
Every day at a different time those taking part in
the study will receive a visit from the circus at
their home or office address. Acrobats, fire- and
sword-eating, knife-throwing performers, dozens
of ballerinas and clowns (preferably all at once)
will invade the familiar space of the home or work
environment as in a noisy Carnival of colours and
laughter.
Proposal #2 (Life of health and sickness: hospital /
environment): The “jungle” corridor
Each day those wishing to take part in the study
(patients, relatives, hospital staff) will go through
a corridor filled with wild plants, jungle noises and
wild animals. The corridor will represent a rite of
passage leading to well-being.
Proposal #3 (Laboratory situation): The “24k room”
In the laboratory situation I propose to have a
whole environment where everything is made
of real 24k gold: sofas, chairs, beds, furniture,
appliances, keys, pens, paper, etc. Golden food
may also be produced and served on gold plates,
with gold cutlery. The television, also made of gold,
will broadcast stories of magicians performing
tricks which make objects disappear, referencing
the individual desire to steal the objects in the
room.
PJ Bruyniks, The Netherlands
Examples of ‘low culture’ or ‘Popular Culture’.
In other words, enlarged photographs or maybe
sometimes even better: large digital picture frames,
or perhaps in a few cases: DVD players with screen,
or a photo on a: light box.
And on these carriers visible photos or film clips
including: folk singer, great sports results, folkloric
events, drawings and paintings by folk artists,
urban culture.

Euphoria Effect Generator
Alexander Duensing,
What is presented now before
you is one of Sir Duensing’s
Abstratacus works. The
Abrstratacus works draw upon
leading-edge art and science and
add elements of Sir Duensing’s
leading edge poetry.
This piece is called “Euphoria
Effect Generator” and is the most
effective means of producing the
“Euphoria Effect.”
Feeling the Euphoria Effect is
simple with this generator. All
one needs to do is follow a few
simple steps.
• Look at this reproduction of the
“ Euphoria Effect Generator”
•At your own pace, feel the
effect. This may take several
attempts.
• If you find that you have good
experiences as the result of your
interactions with the Euphoria
Effect Generator, please share
this reproduction of the work
with others.
• Enjoy!

Paul Camic, UK
A placebo that we currently
are planning to use in an RCT
singing and dementia study is
progressive relaxation training.
It is a group intervention so
we need to control for the
group aspects of the group
singing intervention. Relaxation
training will be offered in the
same size groups as singing
(20 participants per group x 6
groups)
Executive Leadership Catalyst
Gretchen Glick, USA
The music of Richard
Goldsworthy should be
studied in this research.http://
richardgoldsworthy.net/
fortherapists.html

Use of electronic music in eating disorders
Vincenzo Aino
My research proposal focuses on overweighted
patients. According to the former hypothesis,
they should listen classical, relaxing music to eat
slowly and less. I want to contradict this theory,
suggesting to listen a certain type of electronic
sounds (the “placebos”, provided by me),
explaining why they works and how they interact
with the brain, asking to play that sounds every
time they get hungry.
Play some bars of the smell
Ami Kohara, Sweden
I would like to fill in a small room by the sound and
the smell. The whole project will take 5 days. The
duration of the work will be 10 minutes per a day.
The sound of reading a story in human voice. The
smell of sand, ocean, leaves, flowers and the sun.
Each day, in the end of the story, there is a blow of
the smell from the ceiling. To involve the audience
in to the time based work by stimulating the body
sense. During the 5 days period, the audience
will look forward to listen to the next chapter of
the story. The story line of one person to create
a melody from everyday experience will be the
metaphor to say every day will never be the same
for the audience.
Whitney Smith, UK
We know what good music sounds like, but what
about placebo music? Certainly the placebo music
must appear to the listener to be “acceptable
music”. For that reason, the skill and craft of the
composer (me) comes into play. For that reason,
the “art music” pieces cannot be too obviously
different from the placebo pieces. Indeed, the
differences between the art and the placebo,
like aspirin and a sugar pill, must be almost
imperceptible to the uneducated musical ear.
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Conceptual permormative placebos

Conceptual performative placebos
Welkom in de buitenwereld

Garage Door
Wouter Huis, The Netherlands
It was a setting of public in a garage. 20 people
where sitting in the dark watching at the garage
door. After some time the door slowly opened.
Then the public good look outside. The thing was
that the people passing by on the street were
‘actors’ and also they were audience, looking at the
‘audience’ sitting in the garage.

A Live Garden Gnome in Bad Ems
Ondrej Brody and Kristofer Paetau
A man of short stature, dressed up as a garden
gnome, will accompany the two artists in the public
space and in the gardens of inhabitants of Bad
Ems.

Dance with your soul
Conxita Fornieles
Each of the inmates would write down his/ her
own favourite songs on a playlist. Each week one
volunteer/ friend/ relative would dance with the
inmate his/ her weekly song (it will be chosen by
drawing lots before the dance). The performance
would be developed in a room where each of the
inmates would dance his/ her favourite song with
the volunteer (I wouldn’t mind to dance with them,
as I love to dance) while the rest of the group
is watching, creating interaction, empathy and
interest.

mooi en prikkelend! vooral:- de afwisseling van
iemand buiten de auto beloeren en dan ineens
zelf beloerd worden.- de interactie in de auto
zelf tussen de publieksleden. - de vraag of je
(aan het begin) meer kijkt naar de danser of
naar de reacties van de overige
verkeersdeelnemers op die danser. - aan het
eind: de dansers zijn zo ver weg dat je je realiseert dat je normaal nooit zo ver weg gefocust
kijkt, maar toch nog veel ziet als je erop let.

voor je het weet ben je
onderdeel van de cast.
passanten krijgen ook een
voorstelling. Spannend,
intimiderend, bloedstollend en
heel goed in elkaar gezet. dank!!

video > youtube.com/vloeistofNL

info@vloeistof.nl

Binnen de muziek en op straat de
dansers. Zo gaaf concept ! Alsof je
in een film zit met heel veel
"figuranten".

Welkom in de buitenwereld /
Welcome to the outside world
Yuri Bongers, The Netherlands
Liquid places dance in the middle
of public space. You look at
dance and light comments from
behind the tinted windows of our
luxury sedan. In a car you can
spy unnoticed and unabashedly
on passersby. You are part of
the whole, but separated from
the outside world through the
protective cage of glass and steel.
You are an anonymous voyeur
who sees and experiences
intimacy.
www.vloeistof.nl

BANGA
Linards Kulless, Latvia and Juste
Kostikovaite, Lithuania
Performances are based on the
notion of water memory: water
owns properties that enable
it to take on special subtle
qualities found only within the
sub atomic patterns. Therefore
all the liquids that participate in
performance are charged with
various minerals and histories
and thoughts. Viewers are invited
to experiences these charged
liquids.

Farewell Handkerchief
Lucia Monge Portillo, Peru
A goodbye necessarily
establishes an ending and
therefore it usually implies
a “letting go” that is not
always easy. The same way
handkerchiefs were carried
in-hand during goodbyes at
ports, I propose a ritualization
of a farewell on a personalized
handkerchief. As a way of
experiencing this ending in a
healthy manner and opening
the space for a new beginning,
I propose the disappearance of
an image from the past using
water as a means of transport,
while imprinting the value of that
which has been experienced.

Pierogi Party
TJ Hospodar, USA
The performance, tentatively titled “Pierogi Party,”
constitutes the work and calls for collective effort
in the production of a variety of pierogi. The
performance takes place in an environment that
has its space broken out into several stations.
Each station produces a particular type of pierogi,
differentiated by its filling. The audience activates
the work by alternating visits to several stations
and/or making up the workforce at each of the
stations. The duties of a station’s staff are to fill
the pierogi with the station’s designated filling and
to prepare for distribution of the pierogi either as
hot (immediate consumption) or cold (take away,
impending consumption).
BODY TRACE
Gabriella Stazio
The placebo through/with the artistic creative
process mediated by the body according to the
centres of interest. From here we generate an
artistic product as the bodily imprint-trace that is,
thus, authentic, unique, irreproachable, invaluable,
and genuine. Body traces describe a track-pathcourse of the individual and/or patient, of his and/
or her being, of his/her evolution and /or illness.
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assorted ABSTRACT placebos

Assorted Placebos
Abstract placebos
Planar placebos
Spatial placebos

Red 2
Meredith Heuer
These photographs are,
obviously, about colour. In this
particular body of work, I have
tried to create a contextless
photograph so that the viewer is
responding only to the colour.

Luminous Transcendent 33
Miya Ando, USA
Cold-rolled steel, metal finishing techniques
layered: torch/heat/oxidation, patina, pigment,
hand sanding, automotive lacquer.

20%
Object For Aesthetic
Contemplation
Martin Budny, UAE
Object For Aesthetic
Contemplation is an enquiry of a
creative experience. Throughout
history the process of painting
has undergone multiple
ontologies resulting in various
discourses regarding the purpose
and influence of art. This project
pauses somewhere in the middle.

Owner
Suzan Woodruff, USA
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assorted abstract placebos

Living Paintings
Heikki Salo

Lovers visions
Mila Garboua, France
Creation is always new, and therefore the mind is
made constantly fresh, young, innocent; it doesn't
repeat, and therefore doesn't create habits. Bring
yourself to that experience of the vast emptiness
within every human being, which is the source of
all creation...

The Politics of the Divine Thangka numeric
Nua Bon, Hawaii, USA
I have been working on a project for the past
two-years of de-mythologized digital renditions of
South Asian thangka in order examine the visceral
qualities of art on people.

Ms
Christina Adam, Kent
In my recent work the
experimental space of the
painting forms a web of white
shapes, layers, raw red colours
and proposes an oscillation
between the anthropomorphic
and the gestural abstraction.

Gravida di Paura
Adele Angelone, Italy
I am attaching a picture of my
work of ‘art’.
Release
Astrid Elizabeth Bang
I work with photography and experimental video.

Elly Gestel-Dragt
I hereby send you 19 photo's of paintings that
might serve as placebo's for art. The paintings
as well as the photo's have been made by my
husband (Ad Gestel), who is an architect (retired).

Foaming Microphases 1
Beatrix Neiss, Austria
This is one of the paintings
especially realized to combine
research and art which is my
main topic now. "Foaming
microphases" is my current
painting cycle - at the moment
with more than 40 paintings.

Breathing Circles
Mary Bergs, USA
This is one in a series of
drawings that uses a repetitive
circular shape.

Random R
Christine Hahn
This piece is part of a series which links up a section
of the colour spectrum with randomly generated
numbers. There are about 20 pieces in the series
using different basic colours (yellow, blue, green,
orange, violet, and some which bridge different
colour families). Any one of them could be used.
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assorted spatial placebos

Contribution withdrawn
The residue of those celestial objects bound to our
Sun by gravity
Rachel de Joode, Germany

Low cost design
Prof. Daniele Pario Perra

Blindness
Jay Henderson

Jay Henderson, USA
This is a photographs and could be considered a
placebo for art.

Monia Brizzi, UK
The first image is the view from
my ex flat in Camden Town in
London, and the second is my
old London office.

It’s Here
Amy Banner Queen

Curator
Aaron Moulton
Untitled
Adam Farcus,
USA
This piece holds
the viewers
interest between
familiarity and
the un-knowable.

Nerves
Svava Thordis Juliusson, Canada
This proposal for a placebo is based on the idea of
being able to have, and experience Art wherever
one is. The individual works shown in the uploaded
image fit in the palm of hand and can easily be
inserted in purses or backpacks.

Appelmoes is dom / Applesauce
is stupid
Geert Baas, The Netherlands
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Reactions
Questions
Offers of cooperation
Texts
Vloed / Flood
Robert Roelink, The Netherlands
With the relatively small packed base material,
plastic bags, the last two years I build big
installations by blowing air in there. A motion
detector and other sensors provide interactive
moments when I feel necessary.

Wall Aid
Catherine Fairbanks, USA
Wall Aid was used to hold up
a dividing wall in a dilapidated
exhibition hall on the beautiful
san Francisco Bay. Art can be
heavy, and the art on this wall
was extra heavy.

Contribution withdrawn

The Field Experiment
Reynard Loki & Maciej
Toporowicz, USA
The Field Experiment tests the
power of human mind through
an interactive art installation,
as participants are challenged
to connect to the cosmos by
"imagining a field"

Hope
Abu Jafar, UK
This sculpture with 11 structures is about
celebrating our ever-changing curiosity of mind
and symbolises the beauty that keeps us wonder in
every step we make and every angle we look.

11%

38	reactions questions / offers of cooperatioN
questions
The problem you are having is creating an
operating definition of art, i.e. how do you define
non-art, since we all know what art is, no?
Rosina S., Puerto Rico
The question immediately arises: what are
placebos for art? Is it something that can replace
art, something that is not real art, but just like
it? Fake art, ersatz art, sham art, imitating art,
alternative art?
David G., The Netherlands
A placebo for art, is that bad art? or just good art?
Or is it just total nonsense?
Feico D., The Netherlands
Is photographic work suitable for your project?
What about online art collages? How do you want
the images to be sent to you? By email is ok?
I assume your are searching for optimistic, positive
art with a healing potential?
Lianne C.
Can you please explain what you would consider
a placebo for a purely subjective experience as is
viewing art. Am I missing something?
I do not intend to be sarcastic. I really am curious.
Patrick C.
If you are looking for a placebo for art, do you
mean you’re looking for something that doesn’t
work i.e. a sugar pill, to give to the control group,
in order to prove that art does work? So you’re not
looking for an art ‘solution’ after all??
Joni C.

There is surely a fundamental non-sequitur in your
proposition, as a placebo is a fake replacement.
How can contemporary art -so much of which
is itself a series of joyously or cynically fake
replacements for 'art' be therefore investigated for
effects as a "placebo placebo"?
Is this a typical cross-disciplinary well-funded
mistake or a joke?
Sarah W.

offers of cooperatioN
As a journalist specialising in art and particularly
interested in its effects on the mind, I am eager
to learn as much as possible about the Placebos
for Art project. I am based in Holland, and could
certainly come and meet with you and your
colleagues in Amsterdam, as I would particularly
like to follow the project as it unfolds. Could we
arrange an appointment to speak?
Abigail R. E.
With this mail I want to introduce myself to you
to see if I could help in / around the investigation.
Given the many areas in my career, I integrated,
I can imagine that I could deliver a useful and
perhaps surprising contribute.
My personal background is in psychology,
the comprehensive health science, the policy
of the government on health and science and
management within the university.
Lidwien M.

I would be very interested to get involved in the
project in some way (the process of search for a
placebo I mean, rather than the project as a whole),
I read the call for placebos and I am very perplexed. even if just being involved in dialogue about the
kind of results you achieve in a search for an art
What makes a piece of art a placebo? (as opposed
placebo, or documenting this as part of aesthetic
to art as medicine??) What exactly are you looking
research, perhaps visiting to gather some film
for?
material. I'm an artist / theorist based in London
Courtney B.
(my background is in postgraduate art and art
theory research at Goldsmiths College, University
of London).
Are you interested in (photo's of) paintings made
Andy W.
by my husband? They are abstract paintings in oil
and acryl in various sizes. Very colourful. He even
tried to copy the drippings of Jackson Pollock. He
I am an artist working for years with handicapped
agrees to eventually participate in the project.
children, now with those on the autistic spectrum.
Elly G., The Netherlands
I do many art projects of various kinds with them.
Also, I am finding that many of my artist friends
Are you a serious institution? I mean no offence,
are now working in this field and I think there is
the idea of a placebo for art seems strange; why
a distinct connection between the two groups.
I say this because an 'art' object is such if it is
Perhaps I can be of service?
defined as such by an artist, therefore anything
Lucia M. M.
could potentially be art of itself. Logically then there
is no placebo. However if you mean art practice,
that is to say, the patient getting involved with
As an integrated media artist, I have a range of
an art process then any other activity would be a
expertise in many media. I thought about this
placebo, for example brick laying, unless it was
carefully and I have an interesting idea.
an artist offering the activity as part of his / her
Although I have an excellent idea for an art
practice. I wish to know more about your the way
placebo, I have no idea of how to work with you
you intend to examine the effect.
to be compensated. I am an artist and I really need
Yvonne J.
another source of income. I am really excellent at
research and I have been trained as an academic
writer.
Victoria G.

reactions texts
A couple of quick notes, before the electrical-storms, thunderstorms forecast to strike here any time-now
make it unwise for my computer remain connected to the phone-lines.
On aimless reflection not at all clear on the scope of what you have in mind "as Art" for which you are
seeking a Placebo. Do you mean the all inclusive Art with a capital "A" as I discussed in my essay. Or
are you thinking of only the "Plastic Arts" (painting & sculpture)? What about "the Performing Arts"? Is
Classical music part of the scope? Maybe you are focused on pictorial visual arts? Alternative abstract
non-pictorial works? Have you consider Kinetic Art? Pure film? Visual Music? Installation Art? Part of my
training & practice "Conceptual Art?
The biggest difficulty I see with the whole double-blind test approach is that you are assuming your
patients are not sufficiently educated to pick the real-thing from the placebo.
Early today while hanging out the washing one possibility that came to mind would be the use of
prints of (Pre-World War 2) Soviet Social Realism as the "Real Art" with the placebo being prints of the
now dismissed / discredited Nazi German Social Realism of the same period. But for the double-blind
methodology to work your test subject would have to be so far removed from the original contexts of
these historic painted conventions. Maybe young children never exposed to history-books, television,
film or the Internet somewhere in darkest jungles of Africa? But even then how is one to interpret any
statistical significant variation in patients out-comes as being attributable to the placebo-art axis and not
say to a response for or against the colour scheme, subjects that typify these works. Or is any positive
difference agaiwhear thunder-rolling in the distance.
W.Shawn G.
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We would like you to send us any
thoughts, considerations, or suggested
plans for our future research, or comments
on the chosen placebos.
Please feel free to send any tangible,
displayable Placebo for Art (at your own
expense and risk) to Behring Institute.
We are also still looking for donors and
funding. If you are or know one, please
contact the Behring Institute.
Behring Institute
Nieuwe Uilenburgerstraat 5
1011 LM Amsterdam
The Netherlands
info@behringinstitute.com
www.behringinstitute.com

The Behring Institute has given the utmost
attention and care to the data and information in
this publication. Nevertheless it is possible that the
report contains inaccuracies or imperfections. The
Behring Institute accepts no liability for damage
caused by these inaccuracies or imperfections, nor
for problems caused by using or distributing this
data and information. The Behring Institute accepts
no liability for lost profits or loss of enjoyment of
life resulting from the use or distribution of the
information, or arising from a technical deficiency.
The contents of this publication are not legally
binding.
The Art of Healing
© 2011, Behring Institute
All rights reserved. This book contains material
protected under International and Federal
Copyright Laws and Treaties. Any unauthorized
reprint or use of this material is prohibited. No part
of this book may be reproduced or transmitted
in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or
by any information storage and retrieval system
without express written permission from the artists
/ author / publisher.

